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Abstract We studied the coordination of arm and wrist
motion in a task requiring fine control of hand orien-
tation. Subjects were instructed to reach and grasp one
of two targets positioned in the frontal plane at various
orientations. The task was performed under three target
conditions: fixed orientation, predictably perturbed ori-
entation, and randomly perturbed orientation. For fixed
target orientations, the hand began to rotate to the re-
quired orientation from the beginning of the reach.
Hand peak supination angles scaled linearly with target
orientations. The trajectories of hand/arm joint angles
also had a one-to-one relationship with different target
orientations. These demonstrate that target orientation
is a constraint on the hand/arm final orientation, a
control variable to be specified in advance by the central
nervous system (CNS). Under perturbation conditions,
subjects were still able to complete the task smoothly. In
the early trials of the predictable perturbation, the hand
rotated first to the original target orientation and then
corrected for the final target orientation. Initial correc-
tions occurred about 200 ms after the onset of pertur-
bation. This latency decreased as the subjects adapted to
the perturbation, and the hand orientation trajectory
shifted to match the unperturbed trajectory for the final
orientation. By contrast, we observed no clear changes
in orientation trajectory under the randomly perturbed
conditions. These suggest that feedback control is
important to the execution of the movement, but that
the CNS tends to optimize feedforward planning rather
than feedback correction when the disturbance infor-
mation is predictable.

Keywords Hand orientation Æ Reach-to-grasp Æ
Perturbation Æ Neural control Æ Adaptation

Introduction

Prehension movements involve three components:
transport, manipulation, and hand orientation. The
transport component moves the hand from an initial
position towards the target. The manipulation compo-
nent controls the finger posture for grasping target ob-
jects. The hand orientation component aligns the hand
axes, making it convenient to grasp the object.
According to the visuo-motor channel hypothesis, pre-
hension movements are controlled by separate channels
for reaching and grasping (Jeannerod 1981). The plan-
ning of reaching movements is based on the extrinsic
properties (direction, distance, etc.) of an object, while
grasping is solely concerned with the object’s intrinsic
properties (shape, size, etc.) (Jeannerod 1981, 1984,
1986). If the channel hypothesis is true, then the trans-
portation of the hand should be independent of the
shape or size of the object to be grasped. However, reach
and grasp are linked by the movements which define the
orientation of the hand. The observation that both
transport time and peak velocity can be affected by
object size (Marteniuk et al. 1987) provides a hint at how
interrelated these independent processes might be, as
does the dependence of humeral rotation on object ori-
entation (Marotta et al. 2003).

From the temporal coordination aspect, several
principles have been proposed. Jeannerod suggested that
a central program imposed temporal constraints to en-
sure that the time of maximum grasp aperture (MGA)
and the onset of the low velocity portion of the transport
component were synchronous (Jeannerod 1984). How-
ever, only a weak correlation between the timing of
MGA and the onset of low-velocity movement was
found (Marteniuk et al. 1990). An alternative suggestion
is that a strategy based on a simple spatial amplitude
ratio determines the relative duration of digit opening
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and closing in grasping (Mon-Williams and Tresilian
2001). This strategy preserves the idea that prehension is
treated by the nervous system as two separable, yet
coordinated components. The mechanical component of
the coupling between transport and manipulation is the
control of hand orientation by wrist and forearm. Hand
orientation for grasping is known to depend on the
shape (Klatzky et al. 1995) and orientation of the object
(Desmurget et al. 1997; Mamassian et al. 1997), leading
some to introduce object orientation and hand orienta-
tion as a third component of reach-to-grasp (Arbib
1981). However, a study performed by Desmurget et al.
(1996) showed that arm transport and hand orientation
did not constitute independent visuomotor channels.
This suggested interrelationships of hand and arm
movements are even stronger in work suggesting that the
transport component of a reach-to-grasp is actually
directing the motion of the thumb in space (Haggard
and Wing 1997; Smeets and Brenner 1999).

To determine the interdependence of these compo-
nents for the control of reach-to-grasp, we have to first
determine how each component is specified. One possi-
bility is that the final posture is determined entirely by
the goal of a movement, and that this posture is specified
and generated during visually directed movements
(Flanders et al. 1992; Helms Tillery et al. 1991). Move-
ment plans are produced online as part of a continu-
ously controlled feedback system (Prablanc et al. 1992;
Sabes 2000). This can be modified to accommodate the
fact that final postures depend also on starting position
(Soechting et al. 1995; Kang et al. 2005) without altering
the fundamental principle that the final goal of a
movement is the programmed element. The other pos-
sibility is that the final posture itself is planned in ad-
vance and used as a control variable by the central
nervous system (CNS) (Grea et al. 2000).

To investigate how the CNS coordinates hand ori-
entation with arm movement, we designed experiments
to study the effects of object orientation during reach-to-
grasp movements. We propose that hand orientation is
controlled as an individual channel of prehension
movements, and that object orientation is an important
constraint on that channel.

To force the issue of movement planning, and thereby
to more clearly measure independence among these
channels, we have applied perturbations to target ori-
entations in the course of reaches. The reaction to target
perturbation has traditionally provided a good window
into control strategies for motor systems (Georgopoulos
et al. 1981; Soechting and Lacquaniti 1983; Goodale
et al. 1986; Castiello et al. 1999), and perturbations in
general have provided insight into a number of control
issues. For example, the reflex responses that maintain
an upright stance in the face of sudden and unpredict-
able translations of a support surface include both spinal
and long loop reflexes (Nashner and McCollum 1985). If
a subject receives prior information, however, about an
upcoming perturbation, an additional anticipatory re-
sponse develops which provides a more effective control

against the perturbation (He et al. 2001). Anticipation
can also more directly affect voluntary actions, such as
reaching (Weber and He 2004) and ball catching (Button
et al. 2002; Lacquaniti and Maioli 1987).

In this paper, we investigated the normal and adapted
trajectory of hand orientation in a task requiring a
reach-to-grasp of objects with different orientations. We
tested movements to targets of fixed orientation, move-
ments to targets with a predictably perturbed orienta-
tion, and movements to targets with a randomly
perturbed orientation.1

Method

Subjects

Five right-handed healthy subjects, three men and two
women, aged 23–40, volunteered for this study. All
subjects gave written consent to participate in the
experiment. The Human Subjects Institutional Review
Board of the Arizona State University has approved the
experiment protocol and the consent form.

Behavioral apparatus

We designed and built an apparatus (Fig. 1a, b) to
investigate the performance of reach-to-grasp task in
which target orientation could be quickly changed to
perturb the planning or execution of the task. The
apparatus consists of a central holding pad that serves as
the initial position, and two rectangular targets posi-
tioned at approximately shoulder height in the frontal
plane. The two targets, one on the left and one on the
right, are fitted with touch sensors on both sides of each
target. A successful trial is produced by reaching the
target and grasping it firmly using a power grip, making
contact with both sensors. The movement distance is
32 cm between the center holding pad and the targets.
Each target is directly connected to a programmable
servomotor that can rotate at up to 900�/s, so a rapid
change of the target orientation can be made as a per-
turbation to the planned prehension task.

Task and experiment

During the experiment, the subject sat in front of the
apparatus on an immobilized chair and was instructed to
reach and grasp the indicated target using the right hand
while maintaining a steady trunk position. Each trial
started with a holding phase of 300 ms when the subject
placed the fingers on the central holding pad (Fig. 1a).
After the holding phase, a target light came on, cueing
the subject to reach for the indicated target and make

1Some preliminary data have been presented in conferences (Fan
et al. 2003).
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the grasp. In perturbation trials, the target orientation
could change 130 ms after the initiation of the reaching
movement. The target light would go off after the grip or
the allowed movement time (MT) expired. The subject
would return the hand to the central holding pad and
wait for the next trial.

The trial epochs are shown in Fig. 1c: cue reaction
time (RTc), MT, perturbation delay, and perturbation
reaction time (RTp). RTc is the time period from target
light ON to reach initiation indicated by release of the
central holding pad. The MT is the duration from the
central holding pad release to target grasp. Perturbation
delay is the time period from the central holding pad
release to perturbation onset. The RTp is the duration
from the perturbation onset to the instant when there
was a detectable deviation in the trajectory of hand
orientation to accommodate the new target orientation
(defined later in Fig. 7).

Each subject performed ten sets of trials. Table 1
shows the target orientations for each set during the
experiment. The first seven sets consisted of movements

towards seven fixed target orientations: 30�, 50�, 70�,
90�, 110�, 130� and 150� (Fig. 1a shows the angle defi-
nition). The order of the orientations in the first seven
sets was randomly selected for each subject. The last
three sets were perturbation trials where the target ori-
entation was either repeatedly (eighth and ninth sets) or
randomly (tenth set) rotated from its initial orientation
at vertical (90�). In the eighth set, target 1 was rotated
30� clockwise (CW) 130 ms after holding pad release,
while target 2 was rotated at 30� counterclockwise
(CCW). In the ninth set, target 1 was perturbed at 30�
CCW, while target 2 was perturbed at 30� CW.

In the tenth set, there were three different cases for
each target. The targets were randomly perturbed either
30� CW, 30� CCW, or non-perturbed (i.e., the target
would stay at 90�). Perturbation delay was always
130 ms. We set the six movements to the two targets as
one block, with each target having three movements
(one for each case). The order of the targets and cases
within each block were randomly selected. So each case
has 33.3% chance to occur for each target.

Fig. 1 Experimental setup.
a The front view of the
apparatus: it shows two targets
and the target orientation
definition. b The top view of the
experiment setup and the
definition of the orthogonal
triads. c The sequence of events
for the reach-to-grasp task and
the trial epochs
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Each subject was required to perform five movements
to each target under each condition as described above.
Subjects 4 and 5 voluntarily performed two more repe-
titions for a total of 7. All data from every subject were
analyzed and summarized.

Baseline and 3D movement recording

During the experiment, arm and hand movement were
recorded by an optical motion capture system (OP-
TOTRAK, Northern Digital Inc.). Each of the three
arm segments, including hand, forearm and upper arm,
was marked with three infrared emitting diodes (sam-
pling rate at 100 Hz). Given the 3D position of the
markers at any given instant, we computed three sets of
three mutually orthogonal unit vectors. These unit vec-
tors comprised the segment marker axes expressed in the
global reference frame.

The global reference frame is defined by a right-
handed orthogonal triad of unit vectors fixed on the
apparatus, where yg denotes the vertical axis; xg defines
the horizontal direction from subject to the apparatus,
and zg is defined by the cross product of xg and yg
(Fig. 1b).

A set of right-handed orthogonal triads affixed to
each arm segment defines the bone axes of that segment
(Fig. 1b). To use the 3D positions of the markers to
track the anatomical axes for each segment, the rotation
matrix from the bone axes to the marker axes must be
determined. This requires simultaneous knowledge of
marker positions and bone axes, which is accomplished
by recording a baseline. During baseline posture, the
subject held the arm horizontally in a parasagittal plane,
and with his palm toward the ground. Thus the segment
anatomical axes align with the global reference coordi-
nate. The baseline rotation matrix from marker coor-
dinates to the global coordinates equals the rotation
matrix from segment marker coordinates to segment
bone coordinates (Carhart 2000).

In this paper, we analyzed five joint angles of the
distal arm. Hand pronation–supination is defined as
hand rotation about the forearm (Xf axis). Hand
adduction–abduction is defined as hand rotation about

the Yf axis. Forearm rotation about the Xu axis is
humeral rotation. Forearm rotation about the Yu axis is
forearm flexion–extension. In addition, we define hand
rotation about the Xg axis as ‘‘global hand rotation’’ (see
Fig. 1b for the axes).

Results

Kinematic characteristics of non-perturbed trials

Overall, stereotypical hand pronation–supination tra-
jectories during reaching to grasp targets with fixed
orientation are observed in all subjects. Typical exam-
ples of these trajectories are shown in Fig. 2. Plot (a) and
(b) each shows five consecutive movements of subject 1
to the left and the right target fixed at 50�. Plot (c) and
(d) each shows five consecutive movements of subject 3
to the left and the right targets fixed at 110�. The traces
are aligned on the central holding pad release (stars),
and the circles indicate the moment of target hit. There is
an obvious target dependent variation in hand prona-
tion–supination trajectories in subject 1: the hand tends
to pronate after the central holding pad release during
movements to the left target (a), but not to the right
target (b). However, this characteristic is only observed
in subject 1 for target orientations <70� but not for
orientation angles ‡70�. For all other subjects, the tra-
jectory difference is less observable and can be illustrated
by the trajectory from subject 3 to targets oriented at
110� as shown (c and d). To further study the trajectory
differences caused by target locations, we plotted aver-
age trajectories from all five subjects for the left (e) and
the right (f) targets oriented at 50 and 110�, respectively.
Comparing these two plots, we found that when the two
targets were fixed at 110�, the average trajectories were
quite similar. For 50�, however, instead of a quick
supination in the early phase of the movement as shown
by the average trajectory to the right target (f), the hand
supinated slowly to reach the left target (e).

For each of the two targets and different fixed ori-
entations, movement durations were very consistent
with less than 5% variation for each subject. For fixed
orientation ‡70�, the trajectories were also consistent

Table 1 Target orientation
used in the experiment Target 1 Target 2

Normal trials
Set 1 90� 90�
Set 2 50� 130�
Set 3 110� 70�
Set 4 150� 30�
Set 5 70� 110�
Set 6 130� 50�
Set 7 30� 150�
Repeat perturbation trials
Set 8 90� with 30� CW perturbation 90� with 30� CCW perturbation
Set 9 90� with 30� CCW perturbation 90� with 30� CW perturbation
Random perturbation trials
Set 10 90�, 30� CW, 30� CCW 90�, 30� CW, 30� CCW
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among all subjects as shown in Fig. 2. During movement
to fixed target orientations, we sometimes observed
overshooting in hand supination (Fig. 2a, b). In the

example shown, the subject first supinated the hand until
overshooting the required orientation for grasp, and
then pronated back to match the target orientation be-

Fig. 2 General nature of hand pronation–supination during non-
perturbed trials. Five consecutive movements of subject 1 to the left
(a) and right (b) targets oriented at 50�; five consecutive movements
of subject 3 to the left (c) and right (d) targets oriented at 110�. The
traces are aligned on the central pad release (stars), and the circles
indicate target hit. Average trajectories (with standard deviation) of

the five subjects for the 50 and 110� targets are shown in plot (e)
(target 1) and (f) (target 2). Due to different movement durations of
the five subjects, we normalized their MT in each trial before
averaging the curves. Time zero is center pad release. Time one
represents target hit time
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fore grasp. Based on this observation, it seemed possible
that peak supination would show only minimal depen-
dence on target orientation. To test this, we calculated
the mean for the peak supination time and peak supi-
nation amplitude of the five subjects according to target
orientation (Fig. 3). Both peak supination time and
peak supination had linear relationships with target
orientation.

Figures 4a–e show the average hand and arm orien-
tation trajectories during the first seven non-perturbed
sets for the right target. Each curve is averaged from the
trajectories of all repetitions to the same target orien-
tation by subject 1. Figure 4f shows the distance from
the hand to the target. The trajectory is averaged from
five non-perturbed trials to the same target oriented at
90�. Most transport motion is completed at 400 ms after
movement initiation. Grasp (contact with both surfaces
of the rods) occurs around 600 ms after movement on-
set. Hand pronation–supination, hand adduction–
abduction, global hand rotation, and humeral rotation,
and forearm flexion–extension all varied significantly
with target orientation measured 250 ms after move-
ment initiation (Table 2). This indicates that both wrist
and elbow are used by the CNS to adjust hand orien-
tation according to target orientation. Both hand and
arm joint angles have a one-to-one relationship with
different target orientations.

Averaged wrist transport velocity profiles to different
fixed orientations of the right target for the same subject
are shown in Fig. 4g. Each line is averaged from five
trials of movements to the same orientation. Time zero is
central pad release. The wrist velocity profiles show no
clear dependence on target orientation. The statistical
analysis shows that target orientation has no significant
effect on wrist tangential velocity (Table 2), indicating
that the transport motion is not affected by target
orientation.

We further calculated the mean time taken to reach
peak angular acceleration of hand pronation–supination
and humeral rotation of the five subjects (Fig. 5). For
each of the seven target orientations, the time to peak
acceleration always occurred earlier for humeral rota-
tion than for hand pronation–supination. The time of
peak acceleration for humeral rotation was 25–40 ms
after movement initiation, while that for hand prona-
tion–supination was 45–65 ms. Thus elbow rotation al-
ways led wrist rotation in our task. Figure 5a also shows
that target orientation does not have a significant effect
on the time to reach peak acceleration. The individual
time variations of each joint angle are small. However,
the peak angular acceleration amplitude of hand pro-
nation–supination and humeral rotation both have an
approximately linear relationship with target orientation
(Fig. 5b). Larger target orientation calls for greater
angular acceleration. All the peak accelerations occur
during the first quarter of the reach duration, which
suggests that the visual information for the object ori-
entation was taken into account at the very beginning of
the prehension movement.

Perturbation responses

Hand pronation–supination for movements to target 2
perturbed at 30� CCW for subject 2 is shown in Fig. 6.
In both repeated (Fig. 6a) and random (Fig. 6b) per-
turbation trials, perturbations occurred 130 ms after
central pad release, as shown by stars.

After the central pad release, the subject began a
movement towards the original 90� target orientation.
About 200 ms delay after perturbation onset, the subject
began a corrective movement to bring the hand into
alignment with the new target orientation. The final
hand orientation from the perturbation trials was about

Fig. 3 Peak supination. Mean
(±SE) for the peak supination
time (the left Y axis) and
amplitude (the right Y axis) of
the five subjects, according to
target orientation
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the same as the final hand orientation reached during
unperturbed trials to the same final target orientation. In
the repeat perturbation trials (Fig. 6a), the rotation de-
creased and the correction started earlier over trials, as
the hand orientation trajectory shifted gradually to-
wards that required for the final target orientation. No
clear orientation trajectory adaptation was observed in
the random-perturbed trials (Fig. 6b). The movement
duration of the repeat-perturbed trials was not signifi-
cantly different from those of the non-perturbed trials
(F(1,19)=0, P=0.9654 for the CW repeat-perturbed tri-
als; F(1,19)=0.02, P=0.8841 for the CCW repeat-per-
turbed trials).

Fig. 4 Dependence of movement parameters on target orientation.
a–e Averaged hand and arm rotation trajectories during the first
seven non-perturbed sets of subject 1. The types of those curves
represent target different orientations: black dashed (30�), black
dotted (50�), black dash-dot (70�), black solid (90�), gray dotted
(110�), gray dashed (130�), gray solid (150�). f Distance from the

hand to the target during unperturbed movements. g Averaged
wrist transport velocity profiles to different fixed orientations of the
same target for a representative subject. Each line is averaged from
five trials of movements to the same target fixed at the same
orientation. The representation of the line types is the same as plot
a–e

Table 2 Results of statistical analyses of the variables involved in
movements during non-perturbed trials of subject 1

Variables F(7,28) P

Hand pronation–supination 386.49 <<0.01
Hand adduction–abduction 82.06 <<0.01
Global hand rotation 508.85 <<0.01
Humeral rotation 63.07 <<0.01
Forearm flexion–extension 14.13 <0.01
Wrist tangential velocity 0.77 =0.6022

The seven different orientations were considered as seven levels
(a=7). The five movements to the same oriented target were con-
sidered as five repetitions (n=5). All variables were measured
250 ms after movement initiation
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To further investigate the perturbation effects, we
calculated the RTp during the perturbation trials for
each subject. We defined the RTp as the time from the
perturbation onset to the instant when the trajectory of
any movement parameter started to deviate from the
average trajectories recorded when reaching for fixed
90� non-perturbed orientation. Here, we used global
hand orientation because this parameter had the
greatest range. To compute RTp, we first normalized all
of the 90� trials to have duration and final amplitude of
1, and computed mean trajectories (see Fig. 7a, c). All
trajectories from the perturbation trials were then
normalized with respect to the average trajectory to 90�
orientation from non-perturbed trials: both MT and
the amplitude were normalized to have a final end
point scaled with respect to the average from 90� ori-
entation (Fig. 7a, c). The stars represent perturbation
onsets. The zone between the upper dashed curve and

the lower dashed curve is the 95% confidence interval
(CI) to the 90�-oriented target motion. Once the tra-
jectory is moving out of this zone and without reentry,
it is 95% certain that the subject is not moving to the
90� target. However, the trajectories start to shift from
the 90� trajectories well prior to leaving the CI. To find
that point, we calculated the peak acceleration in
appropriate direction along the trajectory before it left
the zone (Fig. 7b, d). For CCW perturbation, negative
peak acceleration was used to determine the deviation
point as the hand pronated. For CW perturbation,
positive peak acceleration was used to determine the
deviation point as the hand supinated. We defined the
normalized RTp as the time taken from perturbation
onset to the acceleration peak which drives the hand to
align with the target. The normalized RTp multiplied
by the movement duration of the 90� average trials is
the real RTp.

Fig. 5 Peak angular
acceleration. a Mean (±SE) for
the peak angular acceleration
time of the five subjects,
according to target orientation.
b Mean (±SE) for the peak
angular acceleration of the five
subjects, according to target
orientation
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The mean RTp of the five subjects for each repeat-
edly perturbed condition across consecutive trials is
shown in Fig. 8. Each marker shows the mean RTp of
the five subjects of that trial for one repeat perturba-

tion condition. Different marker types represent dif-
ferent repeat perturbation conditions. The horizontal
lines show the mean RTp (the middle line) of the five
subjects for the randomly perturbed (non-predictable)

Fig. 6 General nature of perturbation responses. Hand pronation–
supination trajectories for movements to the right target perturbed
at 30� CCW (from 90 to 60�) of subject 2. a Four repeatedly
perturbed movements (due to losing markers in the first trial); b
Five randomly perturbed movements. The line representation is:
black solid (first trial), black dashed (second trial), black dotted
(third trial), gray solid (fourth trial), gray dotted (fifth trial). The

black thick dashed curves are averaged from those non-perturbed
trajectories with target oriented at 90�, while the gray thick dashed
curves are averaged 60� (mean of the average 50 and 70�
trajectories) (corresponding with target final orientation of 30�
CCW). The star marks indicate the central pad release. The plus
signs indicate the perturbation onset. The circles indicate target hit

Fig. 7 RTp calculation
illustration. This figure shows
normalized global hand
rotation (a, c) and acceleration
(b, d) during repeat-perturbed
trials of subject 5. The thick
dotted curves are averaged from
90� non-perturbed trajectories.
The two dashed curves show
95% CI of the 90� non-
perturbed trajectories. The
color index is: black is the first
trial, and gray is the seventh
trial. The stars indicate onset of
perturbation. The circles
indicate the deviation points
determined by the acceleration
peaks
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trials with 95% CI (upper and lower lines). An RTp

less than the 95% CI bound (the lower line) is indi-
cation of the subject predicting the perturbation. As
shown in this figure, for all the four repeat-perturba-
tion conditions, the five subjects were able to predict
the perturbation after only two or three trials, indicated
by sharp decreases in RTp. For some orientations, the
RTp was close to even less than zero, meaning that
the subject’s trajectory was detectably different from
the mean trajectory to the vertical target prior to the
perturbation.

That the subjects were able to anticipate the orien-
tation of the target following the predictable pertur-
bation suggests that they were planning a movement to
a target whose orientation was not actually present.
This could imply either a mental rotation, or simply a
recollection that the final target orientation for the
upcoming movement was not as presented. If the
subjects are performing a mental rotation, one might
expect to see changes in the RTc as they begin to take
the rotation into account prior to initiating movement.
The RTc across trials for six different conditions is
shown in Fig. 9. The RTc for the perturbation trials is
clearly affected by which perturbation condition applies
(F(5,36)=5.05, P=0.0013), with larger reaction times for
both repeat perturbation conditions than for either the
random perturbation or non-perturbed conditions.
Despite the apparent increase in RTc across trials for
the repeat perturbation conditions, there was not a
significant effect of trial number (F(6,35)=0.52,
P=0.7913).

Discussion

The present study was conducted to examine the inter-
dependence of hand and arm orientations and their
control mechanisms during reach-to-grasp. We found
that for fixed target orientations, the final orientations
reached by the hand and arm depended strongly on
target orientations. The final orientations to be reached
determined the trajectories of each joint angle. However,
the transport velocity did not change with the change of
target orientations. These results indicate that transport
and orientation are different effectors, which favor the
three-component hypothesis (Arbib 1981) that prehen-
sion movements consist of three channels: transport,
manipulation, and orientation. Our perturbation studies
showed that during random perturbations, the motor
system was able to update the target orientation during
the course of motion. During repeat perturbations,
subjects were able to anticipate the perturbation and
plan a movement to a target that was not actually
present, their RTp dropped dramatically and the RTc

increased, suggesting a longer time to activate a more
complex plan.

Relationship between hand orientation, arm movement
and target orientation

Previous studies found that hand azimuth for grasping
depends primarily on movement direction (Bennis et al.

Fig. 8 Mean RTp of the five
subjects for different
perturbation conditions across
consecutive trials. The
horizontal lines show the mean
RTp (middle) for the randomly
perturbed (non-predictable)
trials of the five subjects with
95% CI (top and bottom lines).
Each marker shows the mean
RTp of the five subjects of that
trial for one repeat perturbation
condition with standard error.
The mean RTp of trial 6 and
trial 7 were averaged from
subject 4 and subject 5.
Different kinds of markers
represent different repeat
perturbation conditions
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2002). However, hand azimuth only shows the projec-
tion of hand orientation on the horizontal plane. In our
experiments, we studied the effect of object orientation
on hand and arm joint angles during 3-D prehension
movements. We fixed initial hand position and target
locations to keep the movement direction fixed, and
investigated the 3-D movements to targets oriented at
various angles. We found that hand pronation–supina-
tion and humeral rotation varied significantly with the
target orientation. In our tasks, the orientation of the
hand was set primarily by three anatomical rotations:
hand pronation–supination, hand adduction–abduction
and humeral rotation. Hand flexion–extension did not
co-vary with target orientation. Only the trajectories to
the 30�-oriented target were significantly different for
forearm flexion–extension. The trajectories of forearm
flexion–extension to other six orientations did not have a
significant difference (F(6,24)=1.74, P=0.1647). This
may be because forearm flexion–extension to 30�-ori-
ented target is at the extreme of the comfortable range.
The final hand orientation is parallel with target orien-
tation, which shows that object orientation is directly
coupled with hand orientation at the time of grasping.
Although some have concluded that the posture for
grasping is due to geometrical constraints expressed by
coupling between hand orientation and movement
direction (Bennis et al. 2002), our data suggests that
object orientation is also an important constraint during

the 3-D prehension movements as suggested in previous
work (Grea et al. 2000; Elsinger and Rosenbaum 2003).

In our task, the subjects were free to move their limbs
in any way they chose to grasp the objects, and generally
five of the seven available degrees of freedom (dof) of the
upper limb were used to grasp the targeted object. Due
to the redundancy, the desired final hand position and
orientation can be obtained through an infinite number
of arm joint configurations. However, our data shows
that hand and arm orientation trajectories are repro-
ducible from trial to trial for the same target orientation
and starting position. The movement duration in dif-
ferent trials for each case is also very consistent. The
trajectories of hand pronation–supination, hand
adduction–abduction and humeral rotation have a one-
to-one relationship with different target orientations.
The results are compatible with the posture control
hypothesis which states that the final posture reached by
the upper limb should be invariant when the context in
which the movement is performed is stable (Flanders
et al. 1992). Prehension movements are planned as a
transition between the arm initial angular configuration
and a target posture defined by a transformation of
object characteristics into a set of arm and hand angles.

The time to peak acceleration of both hand prona-
tion–supination and humeral rotation occurred during
the first quarter of the reaching motion. The amplitude
of peak acceleration of both joint angles has an

Fig. 9 Mean RTc of the five
subjects for different conditions
across consecutive trials. Each
curve shows the mean RTc

(±SE) of the five subjects
across consecutive trials for one
condition. RTc of the non-
perturbed 120� trials
(corresponding to the final
target orientation of the CW
perturbation) were averaged
from the RTc of the non-
perturbed 110� trials and 130�
trials. Likewise, RTc of the non-
perturbed 60� (corresponding to
the final target orientation of
the CCW perturbation) trials
were averaged from the RTc of
the non-perturbed 50� trials and
70� trials. The mean RTc of trial
6 and trial 7 were averaged
from subject 4 and subject 5
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approximately linear relationship with target orienta-
tion. Larger orientations required greater peak acceler-
ation. These indicate that the visual information for the
object orientation was taken into account at the very
beginning of the prehension movement. This conclusion
is compatible with previous findings that the represen-
tation of a visual target in extra personal space has to be
transformed into a kinesthetic representation of arm
segment orientation before a goal-directed movement
can be implemented (Helms Tillery et al. 1991). This
suggests that the final posture to be reached is a control
variable specified in advance by the CNS. The same
conclusion was reached by other studies (Grea et al.
2000; Elsinger and Rosenbaum 2003). Elsinger and
Rosenbaum suggested that subjects relied on feedfor-
ward modeling of prospective movements as they se-
lected end postures prior to overt movement production.
They also mentioned that the orientation control de-
pended in some aspect on the final posture to reach after
the grasping movement (Elsinger and Rosenbaum 2003).

In these non-perturbed trials, hand and arm orien-
tations changed significantly with the changes of target
orientation. However, no change was observed in the
transport velocity during movements to all the seven
different target orientations. This is in contradiction to
the suggestion that the position and orientation of the
hand in space are unlikely to be controlled through
separate independent neural pathways (Desmurget et al.
1998). Our results favor the three-component hypothesis
(Arbib 1981) rather than the two-channel hypothesis
(Jeannerod 1981). Prehension movements consist of
three channels: transport, manipulation, and orienta-
tion. Within the orientation component, postural con-
trol is used so that the one-to-one relationship exists
between target orientation and hand/arm posture. The
final posture to be reached is a control variable specified
in advance by the CNS, which determines the angular
trajectories. The isochrony principle (Fitts 1954) of
point-to-point movements can also be extended to the
orientation component: average angular velocity in-
creases with increase in object orientation so that
movement duration is only weakly affected by object
orientation. In our tasks, the elbow always rotated be-
fore wrist rotation. The individual time variations of
each joint angle are small. Latash also observed this
proximal-to-distal order of elbow and wrist joint
involvement in his study of simple reaction time (Latash
2000).

Here, we cannot rule out any spatial control
hypothesis since we did not manipulate object location.
We suggest that spatial control may be the control
mechanism implemented within the transport channel.
This has a computational validation, as demonstrated
by the Hoff–Arbib model for prehension (Hoff and
Arbib 1993). This model had two independent channels
for transport and aperture, which were compatible with
the visuomotor channel hypothesis. While that model
accounted for the kinematic characteristics of the arm
trajectory corrections, it did not consider orientation.

Here, we suggest that transport, orientation, and
manipulation should be considered as three different
components. Spatial control is used by the transport
component to deal with the hand/arm trajectory in
relation to object location, whereas postural control is
implemented by the orientation component to adjust
hand/arm orientation with object orientation. Our re-
sults provide support for a recent theory of goal-ori-
ented behavior that implements an example of such
motions with a model of orientation-matching (Torres
and Zipser 2002, 2004). In this model, the intended
location and orientation are simultaneously transformed
into a matching postural goal, thus allowing online up-
date of the location and orientation in the presence of
perturbations that occur after movement initiation.

Perturbation responses

The kinematics of hand orientation are sensitive to
perturbation of the target during the prehension move-
ments. Over-rotation (relative to final orientation) was
observed in both repeat perturbation trials and random
perturbation trials. After perturbation, when the intial
target orientation was changed, subjects were able to
smoothly correct the movements during execution,
showing that reaching and grasping movements can be
corrected online. Moreover, the final hand orientation
for the perturbation trials was the same as that reached
when the object was initially oriented along the final
orientation during the unperturbed trials. This again
confirmed the postural control hypothesis.

In the repeat perturbation trials, both MT and the
over-rotation decreased over trials as the control system
learned the perturbation and adapted to its effect. Hand
orientation trajectory shifted to match the unperturbed
trajectory for the final orientation. In all the four repeat
perturbation conditions, all the five subjects showed
prediction after two or three trials: the subjects knew
that the target orientation was going to change, and they
knew where the final target orientation would be. So
their RTp decreased dramatically, and sometimes even
became negative. But RTc was clearly longer for the
repeatedly perturbed condition. In the random pertur-
bation trials, the system was able to respond at a suitable
latency to the changed task contingencies. But no clear
orientation trajectory adaptation was observed. The
RTp in the random perturbation trials did not decrease
over trials as the subjects could not predict the pertur-
bation. Therefore, subjects were forced to react to the
perturbations during the movement (online correction).

The online (feedback) trajectory control requires that
visually guided reaching begins with the selection of a
target from the visual scene and the formation of a
movement plan. In such models, the feedback control-
lers are not only responsible for the initial target selec-
tion and formulation of an execution plan, but also play
an ongoing role throughout the movement (Sabes 2000).
In some cases, the feedback system behaves as if it were
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two separate systems: a fast feedback control loop dri-
ven by the visual feedback information, and a slow
mechanism which is under cognitive control (Pisella
et al. 2000). The predictable perturbation presents the
neural control system with the opportunity to adapt the
control strategy and update the internal model for the
perturbation, while the unpredictable perturbation pre-
vents such adaptation from occurring and forces the
neural control system to utilize feedback control. The
current results suggest that feedback control is impor-
tant for the complete and smooth execution of the
movement, but that the system really is designed to
optimize feedforward planning rather than feedback
correction when the disturbance information is predict-
able. The CNS shifts its control emphasis from visual
feedback to predominantly a feedforward strategy when
the demands of the motor task are known in advance.
The feedforward model plays the dominant role in
producing accurate control of movement. When the
difficulty of the task increases, the CNS might recruit an
online feedback control mechanism. Here lies the pos-
sibility that both types of mechanisms coexist in the
CNS, yet the recruitment of one versus the other in a
controlled setting will be a function of the task difficulty,
of the priorities of multiple competing performance
goals, and familiarity or knowledge of the task and
environment.
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